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aBSTraCT

The article presents the present state of research on the general is-
sue of the dniester region of cultural contacts between communities 
settling the Baltic and Pontic drainage basins. Some ive domains of 
research shall be brought to discussion in which it is possible to see 
fresh opportunities for archaeological study, on the basis of ‘Yampil 
studies’ on dniester-Podolia (forest-steppe) barrow-culture ceremo-
nial centres from the latter half of the 4th millennium and irst half of 
the 3rd millennium BC. This relates to the peoples of the Eneolithic 
and the Early Bronze age. in terms of topogenesis, embracing the 
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Pontic-Tripolye, Yamnaya and Catacomb cultures, as well as Globular 
amphora and Corded ware in central prehistoric Europe.

Key words: ‘barrow cultures’; Eneolithic; Early Bronze age; Tripolye, Yam-
naya, Catacomb, Globular amphora and Corded ware cultures, middle dni-
ester area, Podolia

in subsequent articles of this ‘Podolia’ volume of Baltic-Pontic Studies the 
issue of Yampil inspirations appears in the light of the Dniester cultural contact 
area. The respective articles have documented the present state of research, em-
bracing studies of materials based on newly found excavation sources from Yampil 
barrow cemetery complex, radiocarbon dating, the anthropological nature of ‘bar-
row communities’ as creators and users of the local network of barrows, as well as 
the contextualisation of this dniester region cultural phenomenon at the turn of the 
Eneolithic and Bronze age into the wider cultural frame formed in line with com-
munities difering in topogenesis, arising from the North-west Pont and the Baltic 
drainage basin1.

This outline represents an attempt to synthesise a number of research questions 
based on the analysis of the above mentioned studies and related data, in the main 
corroborated through a new chronometric record (Goslar et al. 2015) with respect 
to the sequence of the Pontic lineage of ritual funerary customs2 understood as 
archaeological taxa. it is the latter therefore that our research shall focus on – 4th 
millennium to 3rd millennium BC, where the Yampil phenomenon becomes bolder 
in relief. This by no means, however, signiies a resignation from further discus-
sion on the impact of research results pertaining to ‘Yampil studies’ of the 2nd mil-
lennium BC. The presented outline – having identiied ive domains of relevant 
research interest – can therefore be considered as an introduction to the general 
question of the aforementioned Yampil inspirations.

1. in the light of research, the ‘Yampil’ concept of ‘round barrows’3 arises in 
the middle dniester area (in the broader context no doubt also in the interluve 
of the dniester and Prut rivers) in 3350-3200 BC in the context of ‘late Tripolye’ 
(broadly speaking: late Eneolithic) units present in the dniester forest-steppe.4 
in the classical categorisation of taxa representative of the Cii phase of the Tri-
polye culture (TC) according to T.G. movsha [1971], this sub-acreage was identi-
ied as its northern group. in later research, it was referred to as the Gordinești-
Kasperovtsy-Horodiștea group [dergachov 2004].

1 See Kośko et al. Eds 2014.
2 See the concept of ‘funerary traditions’ in rassamakin 2004; 2011.
3 See the ‘process of Kurganization’ according to m. Gimbutas 1977 – also for discussion of conception.
4 Goslar et al. 2015; see ivanova, Toschev 2015a – a record of earlier radiocarbon determinations of cor-

responding phenomena from the north-western Black Sea Coast.
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in the present taxonomy of ‘early barrow phenomena’ according to Y.Y. rassa-
makin, the Eneolithic barrow graves in the forest-steppe are situated mainly in the 
context of the syncretic Zhyvotilovka-Volchansk group (type), representing a hy-
pothetical community integrating traditions such as late Tripolye (Kasperovtsy 
and Gordineşti), Caucasian (maikop), as well as Central European (mainly Baden) 
[rassamakin 1994; 1999; 2002]5.

Out of Yampil sites, the majority of data on the chronometry of the Eneolithic 
beginnings of barrow architecture was yielded by Prydnistryanske 1. The data re-
lates to four barrows (i, ii, iii and iV) with relatively modest mounds (20-30 m 
in diameter), very poorly preserved, measuring some 0.3-0.4 m deep (extremely 
difficult to identify in terms of archeometry). These have been classiied, both 
on the basis of a ceramic ware inventory and radiocarbon dating as belonging to 
the late TC horizon (Cii phase) [Klochko et  al. 2015]. The technological and 
stylistic analyses of ceramic ware best lending themselves to taxonomic diagnosis 
of ceramics from grave iii/3 point to cultural analogies relating to Tsviklovtsy, 
Gordineşti, Brînzeni and Zhvanets communities6.

The complete dimension of the chronology of growth of Yampil Eneolithic 
round barrows remains an open question if it is taken into account that the end date 
for the TC is most often placed around 2750/2700 BC [Videiko 2002]. already on 
account of this, it is possible to assume the co-existence of Eneolithic and ‘Yam-
naya’ barrows in the studied Yampil funerary space. Further, a consequence of this 
is the presence of clearly marked Eneolithic traits in YC funerary rites [ivanova 
2015: 285, 286].

The list of Eneolithic barrows/graves on the forest-steppe of the middle dnies-
ter area appears highly promising in respect to their concentration near Camenca 
in moldova [manzura et al. 1992], as well as in the neighbouring north complex 
in the Yampil region in Ukraine [Kośko et al. 2014]. These were excavated in the 
previous century but alas, there is no radiocarbon dating available. in respect of 
the former barrow cluster, two Eneolithic barrows were identiied (Ocniţa, features 
6/24 and 7/14), which represent some 25 per cent of excavated mounds, though 
only 2.63 per cent of Eneolithic and Bronze age graves in general; in total 76 
inclusive of the horizon of Babyno culture, according to manzura et al. [1992: 
82-88, 95].

initially, in the taxonomy of Yampil concentration funerary features there was 
a lack of graves irst classiied as Eneolithic [Harat et al. 2014], though in further 
discussion and analysis at the publication stage there also arose other views on this 
matter. They became more pronounced upon expanding the team of experts and 
learned colleagues researching the Yampil Project to embrace Svetlana V. ivanova, 

5 also see Kośko 2000; włodarczak 2008; 2014; ivanova, Toschev 2015 in respect of the dniester as a cul-
tural contact area.

6 in this place we are beholden to acknowledge the generosity of scholarship on the part of dr. Serhiy ry-
zhov: see Klochko et al. 2015.
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Viktor i. Klochko and Gennadiy N. Toschev. in the view of V.i. Klochko, one could 
attribute Eneolithic ritual traits in the earlier published record of ‘Yampil’ barrows 
to the following sites: dobrianka 1/6; 1/9 (?); Porohy 1/1; 1/2; Porohy 3/2; 3/5; 
Pysarivka 1/1(?); Pysarivka 4/2; Pysarivka 5/2; Pysarivka 6/1; Pysarivka 9/2; 9/3 
[Harat et al. 2014], as well as Pidlisivka 1/10; 1/11; 1/137.

in this opinion, next to ritual traits (architecture of grave pits, positioning of 
skeleton and grave goods), destruction itself can be said to play a signiicant role 
in terms of diagnosis (= efects of robbery), as noted at the Prydnistryanske 1 site 
as being repetitive (apart from this site this was also conirmed in the case of grave 
2/12 in Severynivka), the political-ritual act deining a chronological division (?) 
– taking over Eneolithic funerary sites (for discussion see point 3). The views of 
S.V. ivanova and G.N. Toschev proceeded in a  similar vein, though limited to 
two funerary features (Porohy 3/2 and Severynivka 1/5) among those published 
in 2014 (investigated in 1985) [Harat et al. 2014], as well as others excavated in 
2010-2012, hitherto qualiied as YC graves: Pidlisivka 1/1B and 1/10 (perhaps also 
1/4 and 1/7), Porohy 3a/7 and 3a/14, as well as Klembivka 1/5, 1/14 and 1/15 
[Klochko et al. 2015a; 2015b; 2015c].

in summing up the taxonomic outline discussed above, it is worth noting three 
aspects in particular. First, with respect to earlier comments, the case for a clear line 
of demarcation between the Eneolithic (‘Tripolye’) and Early Bronze age (in this 
context, ‘Yamnaya’) funerary rites relating to the use of rounded burial mound(s) 
is doubtful as to both ‘chronometric proof’ – evidence of date overlapping [Goslar 
et al. 2015; ivanova, Toschev 2015a] and studies of material culture – the anthro-
pological documentation of long-term neighbour correspondence leading to the 
syncretisation of cultural systems.

Secondly, further research on the part of the above mentioned scholars has 
given birth to a signiicant change of opinion with respect to the growth of the 
Eneolithic in ‘ceremonial experiences’ to around 20 per cent of excavated Yampil 
graves – 12 Eneolithic out of 60 features explored before 2010 [Harat et al. 2014]. 
This strengthens the case for the proposition that the forest-steppe of the dniester 
area (or more precisely the area settled by the late Tripolye Gordineşti, Kasperov- 
tsy and Vykhvatintsy groups) can be viewed as a potentially signiicant genetic 
centre of the idea of ‘round barrows’, creatively developing vis-à-vis the South, as 
exempliied by the steppe TC Usatovo group [Klochko et al. 1999: 265] and more 
broadly, the early barrows of the Balkans and Carpathian Basin [Heyd 2011].

The above proposition should be understood as an argument for a wider ex-
ploration of small mounds constituting the horizon of the oldest forms of ‘barrow 
architecture’ in late TC communities in the middle dniester area [dergachev, 
manzura 1991]. One particular research direction of interest is the attempt to iden-
tify early manifestations of barrow trend on the Podolia Upland and in Volhynia, 

7 See Kośko et al. 2014.
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situated north-west of the Yampil agglomeration. in this context of special inter-
est remains the hitherto one-of discovery in this region of ceramic ware from the 
Gordinești/Kasperovtsy group in the barrow in Zawisznia, Sokal region [antonie-
wicz 1925: 240].

although enigmatic data on the presence of TC ceramic ware in several other 
Podolian barrows, as for example in liczkowce on Zbrucz [Sulimirski 1968: 173], 
cannot be veriied, in the context of Yampil inds the latter, it may be argued, pres-
ent a stronger case for veriication. The case for discovering earlier barrow features 
in the central and western Podolia Upland is bolstered by the growth of cultural 
contacts between the middle and lower dniester (Ci and Cii TC phases), resulting 
in the rise of new funerary ritual elements such as the catacomb grave in Bilshivtsy 
[Tkachuk 2001-2002].

Thirdly, middle dniester Eneolithic burials clearly difer in terms of funerary 
ritual, which points to their respective difering chronologies and – irst and fore-
most – to their links to various types/traditions of funerary ritual. apart from the 
above discussed graves associated with the ‘late Tripolye’ Gordineşti group, there 
are also features present that demonstrate other steppe varieties of the Eneolithic. 
The highly indicative positioning of the dead in this context points to analogies in 
the post-mariupol/Kvitanska burial group (such as Ocniţa, graves 6/24 and 7/14) 
[manzura et al. 1992], Zhyvotilovka-Volchansk burial group (Porohy, grave 1/7 
and Klembivka, grave 1/14) [Klochko et al. 2015b; 2015c], lower-mikhailovka/
Khadzider/Cernavoda 1 burial group (Severynivka, grave 1/5) [Harat et al. 2014], 
or post-Stog (Pidlisivka, grave 1/1B; Klembivka, grave 1/15) [Klochko et  al. 
2015a; 2015c].

all of the above represent the ‘main types’ of Eneolithic burials documented 
in the north-western Black Sea Coast [rassamakin 1998; 2004; manzura 2013; 
ivanova 2015]. The chronology of at least some of these is late – radiocarbon 
determinations for Klembivka 1 graves point to the beginnings of the 3rd millen-
nium BC [Goslar et al. 2015]. among Podolia barrows presenting these varying 
steppe traditions there as yet has not been documentation of those whose chronol-
ogy could have preceded the establishment of a ceremonial centre in Prydnistryan- 
ske (3350-3200 BC) and whose chronology is also deined by the presence of Tri-
polye ceramic ware from phase Cii. Taking into account, however, the actual num-
ber and diferentiation in taxa of Eneolithic barrows, a  search for older barrow 
complexes providing an inspiration for ‘late Tripolye’ ritual centres would appear 
to have some basis. Few such, it should be noted, have been documented in the 
dniester-Prut part of the forest-steppe [levițki et al. 1996: 69-73] and it could be 
argued that their chronology could have preceded the formation of the Gordinești 
group [larina 2003: 72].

On the other hand, the Yampil inds point to the survival of various Eneolithic 
funerary traditions right up to the beginning of the Bronze age, as well as a signii-
cant uniication in Yamnaya culture (YC) funerary rituals [rassamakin 2013]. The 
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barrow funerary custom therefore became for long periods thereafter one of the 
ritual elements of communities difering in terms of topogenesis, ones that settled 
the middle dniester area from the beginnings of the latter half of the 4th up to the 
middle of the 3rd millennium BC.

2. in the light of the above outline therefore one should argue that the ‘archi-
tecture of barrows’ associated in the Yampil landscape of the middle dniester area 
with the Eneolithic (speciically, mainly with the TC), precedes the development 
of a similar phenomenon that can be observed from 2900/2800 BC in the Upper 
dniester area and drainage basin of the Upper Vistula, associated with the Corded 
ware culture (CwC) [włodarczak 2006; 2007; 2008; Jarosz, włodarczak 2007; 
Goslar et al. 2015]. The most consuming research question therefore is whether 
ritual customs making use of Eneolithic (Tripolye) ‘barrow architecture’ could 
have penetrated northwards along the dniester route, where Globular amphora 
culture (GaC) communities functioned. One could also ask what role the rituals 
played among the autochthons [Kośko 2000; włodarczak 2008; 2014: 335; iva-
nova, Toschev 2015b]8.

This issue has already been discussed with a resulting tentative systemic tax-
onomy in the studies of P. włodarczak, arguing for the Złota culture (ZC) in the 
Vistula region as an illustration of one of the reception centres of civilization 
inspirations from the oldest Pontic ‘barrow culture’ circle associated with the 
Eneolithic and Early Bronze age [małopolska: włodarczak 2008]. Notably, it is 
in the ZC that one can notice a  set of cultural traits (catacomb grave construc-
tion, burial details, forms and decoration of vessels) analogous to those shared by 
the north-western Black Sea Coast groups of the forest-steppe Eneolithic (chiely 
Zhyvotilovka-Volchansk) and the late Tripolye circle (chiely Usatovo-Gordinești-
Horodiștea-Kasperovtsy).

One of the main signposts of the continuity of this phenomenon in a later pe-
riod corresponding to the early phases of the CwC and YC, remains the strik-
ing correspondence of style in respect of type a amphorae from the Vistula area 
(Złota, ‘Nad wawrem’ site, grave 436) and the middle dniester region, from 
Yampil barrow concentrate on (Porohy, barrow 2, grave 2) [ivanova et al. 2014]. 
The discovery of lint artefacts from barrows in Porohy (3a/15) and Prydnistryan- 
ske (iV/7) points, moreover, to the important role of raw materials from Upper 
dniester areas, as well as to technology serving as an inspiration for lint working 
by CwC communities [razumov 2011: 141-148]. The number of inds document-
ing CwC – YC ties, alas is modest and clearly less than inds testifying to GaC 
– YC cultural exchange.

The above two relations of communities of the Northern Pont with cultures 
deriving from Central Europe are, however, similar with respect to: (a) the dating 
of their signs on YC cemeteries and (b) analogical manifestations in the funerary 

8 For a diferent view see Bandrivskiy 2005.
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rituals of the north-western Black Sea Coast communities (the same basic types of 
objects used in the same way in funerary rites). although to date it has not been 
possible to gain absolute date determinations for GaC and CwC graves and as-
sociated artefacts, one can suggest that on the basis of the relative stratigraphy of 
barrow constructions, these inds can be dated in general to 2800-2600 BC.

The above date determinations for these burials can be precisely set as: younger 
than central barrow burials (Eneolithic and YC, dated foremost to 3050-2800/2700 
BC), at the same time older than graves associated with the late or decline Yam-
naya phase (approx. the middle of the 3rd millennium BC and later ?). a good 
illustration in this context is the corresponding chronology of vessel grave goods 
featuring GaC and CwC traits in barrows documented in barrows in Corpaci and 
Ocniţa, where in a similar stratigraphic context burials were discovered with am-
phorae that demonstrated stylistic analogies to the above two cultural groups [Yaro-
voy 1984; manzura et al. 1992].

The presence of Central European elements of cultural complexes in YC 
graves relates to the stage of the crystallisation of CwC models (= ‘horizon a’ 
– in the traditional view). Of special research interest therefore is the role of com-
munication between the Black Sea Coast and the drainage basin of the Baltic Sea 
in the formation of a new set of barrow rituals: the old Corded ware horizon. in 
this context, the middle dniester area would have played the role of a cultural ex-
change, though scarcity of inds from the south-eastern reaches of the CwC con-
stitutes a barrier in providing more details (between the Yampil agglomeration of 
Eneolithic barrows of the YC and the Zbrucz river, where the easternmost CwC 
barrows are found, there is a belt of ‘no man’s land’, measuring some 150 km 
across).

The marginal concentrations of CwC barrows in the Zbrucz area and also Up-
per dniester communities further to the west have thus far provided few mate- 
rials dated to the irst half of the 3rd millennium BC [Jarosz 2012]. The majority 
of graves are dated to younger phases of the CwC [machnik 1979; Bunyatyan 
2010]. Hence, it is małopolska at present that provides an insight into the impor-
tance of relations between the Northern Pontic area and the Final Neolithic of 
Central Europe. it is on this basis that attempts at genetic interpretation are made 
[włodarczak 2014]. importantly, this does not negate the fundamental signiicance 
of Podolia together with the main dniester cultural contact route.

3. Of special research note for an assessment of the autogenesis of Eneolithic 
‘round barrows’ may be radiocarbon dated observations of the extent of the de-
struction (‘robberies’) in their grave chambers that were conducted in Prydnis-
tryanske 1 [Klochko et al. 2015]. Here, it is worth noting the repetition of this 
phenomenon (feature iii/3 is an exception), which at the same time does not ind 
comparison in the territorially continuing YC. assessing this phenomenon of par-
ticular interest in a broader perspective – that of the ‘barrow observation’ of the 
4th to 3rd millennium BC on the north-western Black Sea Coast – one ought to 
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opine that apart from acts of destruction, these ‘main burials’ that were destroyed 
(in the irst, sometimes also in the second mound) are also more often tied to the 
Eneolithic rather than the YC.

at this juncture it is worth placing the above observations in the wider context 
of Pontic research and note that there are two basic conceptions of how this phe-
nomenon is interpreted.

in the irst, there can be observed the clearing of the grave of earlier burials 
(Eneolithic) by communities of the YC [Subbotin 2000: 356]. intuitively, such in-
trusions are explained by robbery of valuable objects (foremost metal). Examples 
of richly furnished central graves are not a rarity (such as grave 1/21 from Purcari), 
especially in the late Tripolye steppe circle (Usatovo group) and may be consid-
ered to constitute proof also for such an interpretation.

Scholars working in this particular school of interpretation devote themselves 
to comparative studies of the destruction of burials among various cultures of the 
Bronze age, proposing various reasons for this phenomenon: ritual or symbolic 
robbery for the purposes of clearing [Kupriyanova 2014: 589], fear of the dead and 
inally, as a symbol of conlicting systems of communication – ‘us versus them’ 
[Novozhenov 2014: 622-623]. These scholars emphasise the difering nature of 
causes according to difering cultures [Podobed et al. 2014: 629]. Ethnographic 
data often indicate the destruction of graves as a means of ‘disarming’ the dead, 
while the removed bones were later used as ritual attributes. Often such ‘clearings’ 
were undertaken during the taking of new territories accompanied by exploiting 
a  ‘foreign’ barrow and the destruction of a  ‘foreign’ grave – ‘us versus them’ 
[Podobed et al. 2014: 630].

The second hypothesis according to T.m.  Potemkina, argues that the ‘de-
stroyed’ burials in fact document the Eneolithic ‘pole temples’ of that time. They 
were sacriiced by humans, marking the choice of place and the beginning of 
temple construction as one where rituals were to be conducted regularly, tied to 
funerary and calendar rituals. Over time, the place of worship transformed into 
a mound, functioning in the barrow cemetery system, preserving a deined tradi-
tion of ritual practices [Potemkina 2004: 221-243].

The above author also notes that in the context of spatial organisation in dif-
fering barrows all the later burials deined by scholars as ‘Early Yamnaya’ and 
‘Yamnaya’ can be seen to be clearly associated with the main Eneolithic burials 
and ritual ‘pole-complexes’. This might well indicate the existence of common 
points of orientation in the model of the world; a common spatial model of sacrum 
shared by late Eneolithic and YC communities. The following sites are to serve as 
diagnostic proof for this conception: Krasnoe 9, Kubey 1, akkermen 11, revovo 3 
[Potemkina 2004: 224-240; 2005: 196-198].

4. in the light of ‘classical’ propositions of generating forces in the ‘disintegra-
tion’ of the late TC (Cii phase), and more broadly the closing stage of its autogen-
esis, it is worth highlighting the associated process of activity of the eastern GaC 
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circle. Chronometric data from the Podolian and moldavian Uplands indicates that 
the communities of the GaC appeared in the neighbourhood of the middle dnies-
ter area no later than around 2900 BC [Szmyt 1999: Fig. 2, 17; mihailescu-Birli-
ba, Szmyt 2003] – though the beginning date cannot at present be established with 
any precision. The ‘intrusion’ of foreign communities with a genesis in Central 
Europe took place therefore, it could be argued, during the time of Yampil builders 
and users of barrows, both late Eneolithic and Early Bronze age (YC).

The co-occurence of these difering communities in terms of topogenesis is 
probable, even likely, though as yet a clear proof in archaeological sources that 
would be of relevant interest has not been found. One should note, however, the 
above mentioned (see point 1) important growth in the number of features from the 
late Eneolithic, including those which can be associated with the Zhivotilovka-
Volchansk group. This is of particular importance, for this group is seen as one of 
the main potential partners of the GaC communities in the beginning stage of their 
inluence on the Eastern European forest-steppes and steppes [Szmyt 1999; 2013: 
100]. The conirmation of the presence of Zhivotilovka-Volchansk features in the 
middle dniester area ought to provide an impetus to an intensiication of research 
on the steppe and forest-steppe borderlands of drainage basins of such rivers as the 
Southern Bug, ingul, ingulets and dnieper.

The present state of data on GaC – YC relations can be said to be quite difer-
ent. Thus, north of Yampil, in the dniester-Prut interluve, the material evidence 
for contacts between the GaC and barrow communities of the YC is growing9. 
The burgeoning register of syncretic (GaC – YC) funerary features is alas, as yet, 
not accompanied by a precise chronometry, which signiicantly limits the relevant 
interpretations.

For the time being, the Yampil complex has not contributed to the above data, 
though observations conducted during research on neighbouring concentrations in 
the region of Camenca and Ocniţa on the upper Prut testify to the potential for dis-
covering further sources, ones testifying to YC burial deposits of vessels stylistically 
related to the GaC [Ocniţa, grave 3/14 – manzura et al. 1992: Fig. 12: 6, 7; Cam-
enca, grave 445/7 – Kachalova 1974: Tab. 7, 2]. moreover, lint axes of analogical 
relations [Camenca, grave 444/3 – Kachalova 1974: Tab. 7, 1] have been identiied 
there. The intriguing question that arises therefore is whether Yampil data, pointing 
to the presence of YC communities throughout the irst half of the 3rd millennium 
BC [Goslar et al. 2015], can ind relevance in neighbouring territories.

The above limitations notwithstanding, it may be argued that the present store 
of knowledge in this context allows for the proposition that it was GaC communi-
ties at the threshold of the 3rd millennium BC that activated the meridian axis of 
cultural contacts in respect of the peoples of the middle dniester area, thus activat-
ing the dniester route – strictly speaking, the dniester-Prut. its course, testiied to 

9 See Szmyt 2013: 100-104 for older literature.
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by the location of GaC and syncretic features (GaC – YC), embraced not only the 
upper reaches of the western Bug, dniester and Prut, but also the middle portions 
of the dniester and Prut drainage basins in the network circulating heterogeneous 
cultural patterns. One could argue therefore that further research should have as 
its focus the issue of GaC communities penetrating the lower – steppe – sections 
of the drainage basins of both rivers. in the broader perspective this relates to the 
hitherto as yet unresolved problem of topogenesis of a particular form of graves, 
namely stone cists10.

5. The turning point of the beginnings of ‘catacomb burial’ use in respect of 
Yampil barrow architecture can be said to be dated to 3350–3175 BC, which cor-
responds to the Eneolithic horizon of the oldest signs of this funerary ritual on the 
Northern Black Sea Coast [rassamakin 2004; Goslar et al. 2015]. a grave with 
a catacomb construction was identiied as the central feature in the hypothetically 
oldest barrow within the Prydnistryanske 1 (feature iV/10) necropolis and one 
should not exclude the fact that the semi-niche constructions of graves 1/4 and 1/7 
in Pidlisivka, can also be attributed to the Eneolithic.

The appearance of the CC in the left-bank dniester area can therefore be dated 
to the middle of the 3rd millennium BC. This assessment relates to both typo-
chronological indings from Ocniţa, Camenca region, barrow 3, where a grave 
was found to relate to ‘early CC’ traditions [Otroschenko 2013], as well as the 
radiocarbon dated feature-grave i/4 from Prydnistryanske 1 (associated with the 
donets-ingul CC traditions): 2600-2450 BC [Klochko 1990; manzura et al. 1992: 
92; Goslar et al. 2015]. The above chronological determination conirms one of the 
possible chronometric variants proposed for the CC in the dniester and Prut inter-
luve as being in the period 2450-1950 BC [Kaiser 2003; 2009] or 2600-2200 BC 
[ivanova 2014: 22; ivanova, Toschev 2015].

in discussing typo-chronological interpretations, recent research argues that 
in the arae there occur in common earlier cultural traits (corner entrance shafts, 
positioning of the dead), as well as later ones (oval grave chambers, grave goods). 
This has been interpreted as a consequence of an extended settlement process in 
this region by CC populations. another particularity of this region supposedly 
was the long co-existence of the YC and CC [Toschev 1991: 96; ivanova, Toschev 
2015]. The above interpretation in turn has consequences in the analysis of culture-
making efects produced by the dniester route in the transmission of CC models 
into the Upper Vistula drainage basin. in this context, one can point to grave 1149 
at Święte 11 site on the San river as a worthy example, which may be dated to 
around 2200-2050 BC [Kośko et al. 2012] and which could – besides relecting the 
local context of the CwC – serve as an example of the fusion of exogenic traditions 
of the YC and CC [ivanova, Toschev 2015a].

10 See Szmyt 2014 for older literature.
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The possibility of discovering features demonstrating an ambiguous taxonomy 
among the Yampil barrow cemetery complex – hypothetically syncretic – which 
could be attributed to the YC or CC, was already at the forefront of research propo-
sitions at the stage of ield work during 1984 -199311. Upon publication of research 
results in 2014 the so-called dominant of YC traditions was recognised [Harat 
et al. 2014]. This particular question was revisited in the context of subsequent 
analyses undertaken by a team of scholars, which was brought together in 2015 
(see point 1). Present research emphasises the presence of ‘atypical’ features in the 
analysed ‘barrow locus’ in the context of the YC (?) or indeed, showing CC traits 
(mainly from the later phase) for the sites of Pysarivka 8/4; Severynivka 1/4 and 
Pidlisivka 1/7 (classiication by V.i. Klochko).

The question remains therefore as to what population groups, representing the 
‘catacomb funerary tradition’ and in which period of prehistory, set foot on the ter-
ritories of the Baltic drainage basin, making their way across the Dniester cultural 
contact area? did this phenomenon relate purely to the decline phase (syncretic) 
of the CC as exempliied by the site of Święte 11?

***
in the beguiling panoply of questions that arise in the above discussion – as 

marked bold by ield research in the Yampil barrow cemetery complex – the above 
are not the only ones that ask how one can and ought to answer these question 
marks in the process of ongoing research in the continuum of this particular ar-
chaeological project.

Translated by Piotr T. Żebrowski

11 See for further discussion, the relevant conservation report.
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